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decisions, pricing, etc.). Insights are often
the result of asking the right questions and
requiring the data to provide the answers.

BUSINESS PROBLEM
A New Jersey-based company approached
the Y&L Business Intelligence (BI) team
with a problem. They had been gathering
customer pricing data within their legacy
databases for years but haven’t been able
to effectively convert it into directional
insight.

INDUSTRY BACKGROUND
The challenge facing most data-driven organizations is
the ability to convert raw data into valuable insight. We
most commonly encounter this in companies who are in
the early stages of their business intelligence analytical
lifecycle. They’ve reached the point of converting data
into standard transactional reports, but the value many of
those reports bring to decision-making is questionable.
For example, if products A, B, C and D have been their
top selling products since reporting began and volumes
don’t change dramatically from month to month, why
is it necessary to run that report weekly? What business
value are decision-makers truly gaining from this?
“Insight” is the ability to glean an accurate and deep
intuitive understanding of something beyond the
obvious and come to a new conclusion. It represents
those “ah-ha!” moments when organized and relevant
data is combined with intelligent thinking, driving
the organization into a new direction. Recognizing
and acting upon these “analytical insights” can have
a dramatic impact on the business (cost savings,
revenue generation, acquisition/alliance evaluation,
consolidation/expansion, new product go/no-go

The company wanted to uncover their
pricing sweet spot and discontinue
tailoring every price on every product for
every customer. In addition, they desired insight around
their quoting lifecycle; won vs. lost quotes in comparison
to all quotes.
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Y&L’S BI CHALLENGE
At our request, the client provided a spreadsheet
containing 50,000 rows of sample data. The data was in a
hierarchal format and comprised of specific business unit
quotes by sales region which could be drilled down to
individual product quotes. The quotes included detailed,
custom pricing information on purchased products by
customer. The objective was to create an end-to-end
solution prototype consisting of database integration with
front-end delivery. Y&L loaded the sample data into a
Teradata database to provide an appropriate back-end
infrastructure.
With modeled data residing within a database, it was time
to begin data discovery and exploration. Using Tableau
as a front-end reporting tool (because of its wide array
of visual graphics), we began to compare operational
performance against key performance indicators (KPIs)
we established for the client.
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Our first KPI was the Closing Ratio Percentage. This
metric took into account all quotes in comparison to
“won” quotes to derive an overall percentage.
In comparing the closing ratio percentage against the
year, quarter, market, and sales region; we determined
the closing ratio for sales region ‘A’ in Q3 of 2014 was
significantly lower than expectations. Although this
provided a new insight, we didn’t know why the closing
ratios were exceptionally low during this time period.
In order to understand this, a second KPI for calculating
an Aggregate Average Price was developed. Combining
this metric with quote status (won vs. lost) at the year,
quarter, and product level; it became apparent that some
products were priced too high in comparison to the
average “won” quote price point.
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The relationship between the closing ratio KPI and the
average product price KPI provided insight as to why
closing ratios were so low for sales region ‘A’ in Q3 of 2014.

BENEFITS

THE DATA INSIGHT CHALLENGE
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for all regions.
We provided this particular insight to our client based
upon a small sampling of data, free of charge. The resulting
KPIs we developed along with the presentation of our
findings proved immediately beneficial to our client.

At Y&L, we blend business expertise, domain
knowledge and technical prowess to deliver
optimal solutions; so businesses can become more
knowledgeable, efficient, nimble, and competitive.

Y&L has no issue with proving our value prior to
accepting a BI client commitment. In fact, we welcome it.

We have been transforming commercial businesses
since 1999.
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